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CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION:
This course is designed for Lakota Leadership and Management Candidates from a tribal treaty
context focusing on community development and self sufficiency. This course offers lectures,
student collaboration and inquiry based learning from a Wolakota perspective. Master Candidates
will gain a comprehensive understanding of public and private programs, and strategies;
administrative tools and data analysis methodologies. Master Candidates will develop a
conceptual framework for a tribal or community private/public program or enterprise such as; a
human service program or community development organization. Candidates are required to
demonstrate Woksape meaning Wisdom and Wacante Ognaka meaning holding people in their
heart through compassion and generosity when developing their conceptual framework.
PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAM THEME:
OYATE TA WOWASI through sovereignty, self-sufficiency, and decolonization.
PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAM GOAL(S):
To graduate potential leaders to fill leadership roles in every aspect of the living Lakota cultureWolakolkiciyape.
PROFESSIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAM OUTCOME(S);
1.
Inquire about relevant issues in order to support present practices or initiate
change.
2.
Reflect on relevant issues with breadth, depth, and rigor to ensure improvement
and encourage implementation of professional practices.
3.
Implement responsible change in a supportive manner to meet the needs of
individuals so they will be empowered for continual growth.

GRADUATE PROGRAM PHILOSOPHY/MISSION STATEMENT [Graduate Studies
Department, 2001, p. 3].
Graduate program is committed to the belief that the leaders and managers who will take the
Lakota into the 21st century must have a foundation in Lakota language, spirituality, belief,
values, thought and philosophy. Delivery of the curriculum is guided by the principle that Lakota
leaders work for, with and among the people, rather than for personal or material gain. The rigor
of the program will be a source of pride for dedicated professionals. Our graduates strive to
demonstrate Wolakota, excellence and confidence as they translate theory into quality practice.
GRADUATE PROGRAM VISION [Graduate Studies Department, 2001, p. 3].
It is the vision of the Graduate Program to foster Wolakota within professionals as they continue
in their training to become leaders and managers; Lakota leaders who will live, preserve, and
continue the Lakota way of life for coming generations. The ultimate goal is the establishment of
a Lakota university.
PURPOSE OF GRADUATE PROGRAM [Graduate Studies Department, 2001, p. 3].
The purpose of the graduate program at Oglala Lakota College is to develop individual
management and leadership skills that are harmonious with Lakota values. Further, the
knowledge base of the graduate program is designed to produce students with expanded
intellectual application, independence in reading and research, using critical thinking skills in
decision making, and ability to design and implement change through strategic planning.
GRADUATE PROGAM OBJECTIVES [Oglala Lakota College, 2001, p. 4].
Oglala Lakota College’s graduate programs of study are designed to expand understanding of
contemporary society through a full application of the Lakota culture and its world relationships;
increase knowledge in a particular area; to challenge values and philosophy; to encourage
independent research and implementation; to develop and refine communication skills; to foster
reflective thinking processes; to provide intellectual stimulation and a foundation for continued
study.
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE VISION [Oglala Lakota College, nd., p. 1].
Learning Lakota ways of life in community—wolakolkiciyapi.
OGLALA LAKOTA COLLEGE MISSION AND PURPOSES [Oglala Lakota College, nd., p.
1].
Oglala Lakota College is chartered by the Oglala Sioux Tribe. Its mission is to provide
educational opportunities that enhance Lakota life. These opportunities include: community
services; certificates; GED; associate, bachelor and graduate degrees. Oglala Lakota College
provides a framework of excellence for student learning of knowledge, skills and values toward a
Piya Wiconi —a new beginning for harmony in fulfillment of aspirations and dreams.
Oglala Lakota College is committed to continuous improvement through outstanding teaching,
research, community services and assessment:
Tribal
o

provides the Lakota with outstanding graduates.
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o
o
o

promotes the study and practice of sovereignty.
works with tribal entities toward building our nation.
supports graduates in achieving meaningful work and healthy lifestyles

o

supports local communities in development and in working with their educational
systems.
engages people as active, productive members of their tiospaye, communities and
organizations.
offers frameworks for leadership development in context of communities and
organizations.
provides lifelong learning through continuing education and community
activities.

Community
o
o
o
Cultural
o
o
o
o

utilizes Lakota cultural values in all learning frameworks.
celebrates Lakota culture including sacred songs and ceremonies.
researches, studies and disseminates Lakota language, culture and philosophy.
provides leadership to maintain and revitalize Lakota culture in a diverse
changing environment.

o

encourages high student learning expectations through active and collaborative
learning frameworks, student faculty interaction, enriching educational
experiences, research and a supportive campus environment.
practices open enrollment and supports student success towards graduation.
provides knowledge, skills and values for self-fulfillment, civic involvement and
making a living in a diverse world.
works with other institutions and agencies to further College interests.

Academic

o
o
o

INTEGRATION OF THE PROGRAM AREA GRADUATE KNOWLEDGE BASE:
The graduate program reflects the professional Theme. Goals and Outcomes in each course
through specific class assignments, classroom activities, and assessment strategies all designed to
meet essential program outcomes.
COURSE OVERVIEW
This course is designed to provide an opportunity for the Graduate Candidate to demonstrate the
Lakota Leadership and Management disposition, skills and concepts through a Wolakota
perspective. This course is an immersive leadership experience encouraging the Graduate
Candidate to use discretion in decision making, analysis, and evaluation beyond the exercise of
routine tasks under the mentorship of faculty and community leaders. Graduate Candidates will
apply the selected Leadership and Management skills in the public and private sector in; tribal
and non tribal governmental and social structures, social or enterprise operations in the
development, management, and ongoing evaluation of programs. The development of a
conceptual framework including the operational plan including: organizational structure, Aims
section, narrative, program needs, assessment, marketing plan, evaluation plan as featured course
activities. All sections will require a demonstration of clear and concise writing using APA style
and formatting.
REQUIRED TEXTS:
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Hill, C. W. and Jones, G. R. (2001) Strategic management: An integrated approach. Boston:
Houghton Mifflin & Co.
McKinney, J. B., and Howard, L. C. (1998) Public administration: Balancing Power and
accountability. London: Praeger.
Mattessich (200) Manager's guide to program evaluation: Planning, contracting, & managing
for useful results. St. Paul: Wilder publishing center.
LaFrance, J., & Nichols, R. (2008). Indigenous evaluation framework: Telling our story in our
place and time. Alexandria, VA: American Indian Higher Education Consortium.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION & TEACHING PHILOSOPHY:
Seminar, discussion, working sessions, small groups, service learning, etc. Some online work
may be undertaken. Students will do online and other research to complete assignments and
projects. My teaching philosophy holds that the graduate students in my classes need to learn to
critically analyze history, current events and future scenarios so that they can work at, manage
and evaluate businesses, schools, government programs and other for profit and non-profit
organizations in the community.
I have a cognitive and constructivist view of my students’ learning process. I define the context
and content of the learning activities for my students and then help them negotiate the meaning of
the information with them individually and as a group. I try to bring current experiences, either
mine, theirs or from society and the media into context to help form the basis for a personal
construction of the subject content, and require that the student be personally involved with me
and each other in a dialog.
This dialog can be written in the form of tests, journals, essays, reports and research; and verbal
discussions, community service, and infield experience activities and internships. Students will be
evaluated on the quality of this written and active learning portfolio.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Inquiry
Seminar
Research
Small group discussion
Service Learning philosophy
Infield experience

COURSE LEARNING OUTCOMES: When students have completed this course they will:
1. Understand the complexities of tribal sovereignty in management of public/private
programs.
2. Demonstrate Lakota leadership disposition, concepts and skills.
3. Interpret the relationship between various aspects of Lakota social organization, Lakota
leadership, and management practices.
4. Interpret the use of Lakota Sovereignty and tribal treaties in private and public
organizations.
5. Comprehend the nature of public/private programs in a tribal treaty context for long term
self sufficiency.
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6. Identify and apply various community needs assessment and market analysis tools.
7. Integrate appropriate statistical, budgetary or financial analysis using a clear analytical
methodology.
8. Conceptualize a community development/self sufficiency framework based on a strategic
analysis of an organization.
9. Reflect on the process and conceptual framework developed through a Wolakota
perspective used in the Community Development Self Sufficiency I course.
10. To practice Lakota values of honesty, courage and fortitude in the classroom, between
colleagues and within the research process
11. To utilize the Lakota language within the classroom, between colleagues, and within the
research process
GRADUATE STUDIES DEPARTMENT COMPETENCY STANDARDS:
OLC Comprehensive Portfolio Key Indicator—to be developed— all graduate students will be
required to upload a sample of coursework in the key indicator areas, in an electronic format such
as M/S Word, Excel, Adobe pdf, or other software format. You should therefore maintain an
electronic copy of all substantive course assignments such as major essays, research
bibliographies and program analyses for the portfolio.
OLC Graduate Studies Department specific objectives # 10 see OLC Graduate Studies handbook
(2010).

COURSE EVALUATION
There are four weighted components to your final grade. Nearly all assignments may be rewritten
and re-graded, but every rewrite must be accompanied by the original copies of all previous
versions. There are no exceptions to this rule. Therefore be very diligent in keeping all of your
coursework
NOTE: Any course requirement not completed by its final due date will result in a zero grade for
that component of your final grade.
1. In class activities: Presentations of each element in relation to program theory and evaluation
will be presented. Each student will research and build the major elements of this project.
Depending on the class schedule each class is worth 10 points. A total of 150 points can be
earned.
Conceptual framework/Strategic plan:
Students will collaborate with a public/private
tribal organization (s). Graduate Candidates of Lakota Leadership and Management degree will
develop a conceptual framework or strategic plan for the public/private tribal organization.
This document will be developed after meeting with the appropriate personnel at the
public/private tribal organization (s) and reviewing existing organizational documents. Graduate
candidates will gather ideas to develop a conceptual framework model for a potential tribal
public/private program (s). Graduate candidates will use APA and learned research data gathering
strategies to compile and analyze results. Data used is a combination of in-class, reference, and
onsite studies. Each Graduate Candidate will prepare this document to present the proposed
conceptual framework or strategic plan to the employees of the public/private organization. Each
Graduate candidate will participate in the peer review process in evaluation and synthesis of their
colleagues work throughout this process. Each component will consist of;
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Key elements: may exist in program
Name of program: title of grant
Table of Contents: of strategic plan
Aims Section: usually sums up program
Goals, objectives, outcomes, etc.
Evaluation Model: based on current
resources, available – environmental scan.
(IEF framework, PART).
“So that Chain” – tool used to clarify long
term, short term, goals. Cultural model?
Needs Assessment – why have the program,
is it obsolete, useful, etc?
Descriptive narrative? What they will do
and how they said they will do it. Results to
expect (unexpected problems, but how did
they propose to solve them.
Justification: why needed and how will it
impacts the people on the Pine Ridge
Reservation.
Target Audience: clearly identified?
Advisory Committee/Board: who are they?
Staffing/Key Personnel: qualifications?
Inputs. Rating system, Annual PD, WEF,
Mid progress.
Marketing/Public Relations Plan
Program Indicators & measurements
Time Line: to meet goals and objectives
Realistic.
Resources: community, institutional,
financial match taken from asset mapping
through community planning.
Budget: enough to reach goals?
Funding Source: sustainable?
References: what models did they use?
Where did we get the info?
Total Points
2. Midterm exam:
project.

points
10
10
30

Available:

30

30
30
30

30

30
30
30

30
30
30
30

30
30
30
500

None: grade submitted on status of in class assignments, and progress on

3. In Field Experience: You will maintain a comprehensive professional work log of your
activities, contacts and reflections for the infield experience. Outside advisors report of in field
experience. A report will be submitted by the outside advisor critiquing your leadership and
professionalism and shared with you. A total of 100 points can be earned.
4. Final Presentation: You will be required to present your conceptual framework or strategic
plan to the outside advisor/mentor/program director/staff. Final grade on final presentation of
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mini project to director/staff and/or committee members of analysis, findings, and
recommendations. A 100 points can be earned.
EVALUATION:
Summary of approximate valuation given to each of the course requirements and assignments
described above.
Class activities
Infield Experience
Mini Project: Strategic plan
Presentation

150 points
100 point
500 points
100 points

Total Points

850 points

761
676
583
506

Range
850
760
675
582
<505

%
90%
80%
70%
60%
<60%

Grade
A
B
C
D
F

Example Written Work Scoring Rubric (in development).
Directions: Provide comments regarding the infield log and writing samples. Etc.
Rating:

Paper
To know and
demonstrate concise,
effective APA style
writing.

Does not meet
expectations

Meets expectations

Outstanding

Includes less than
79% of the required
elements, most
important ideas, in a
concise _ page written
paper:
Connects prior
knowledge with
text/course
information present.

Includes 80 % - 90%
of the required
elements. Attempts to
present new
innovative ideas
adaptable to tribal
communities. Has
important ideas, in a
concise _ page written
paper:
Connects prior
knowledge with
text/course
information present.

Includes 90 % - 100%
of the required
elements. Presents
new innovative ideas
adaptable to tribal
communities.
Includes most
important ideas, in a
concise _ page written
paper:
Connects prior
knowledge with
text/course
information present.

Demonstrates sense
of audience or
purpose:

Writing is strongly
written for intended
audience, purpose.
Etc.

Writing does not
demonstrates sense of
audience or purpose:
Indicates little to no
control of the
mechanics of writing
with limited use of
APA. Improper
reference citations, in
text citations, and
synthesis.

Indicates control of
the mechanics of
writing with
integration and use of
APA. Proper
reference citations, in
text citations, and
synthesis, with only
grammatical error and
minor formatting.

Indicates Great
control of the
mechanics of writing
with full integration
and use of APA style
writing. Proper
reference citations, in
text citations, and
synthesis with no
grammatical error and
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formatting.
Learning outcomes.

Understand the
complexities of tribal
sovereignty in
management of
public/private programs.

Understand the
complexities of tribal
sovereignty in
management of
public/private programs.

Understand the
complexities of tribal
sovereignty in
management of
public/private programs.

Demonstrate Lakota
leadership disposition,
concepts and skills.

Demonstrate Lakota
leadership disposition,
concepts and skills.

Demonstrate Lakota
leadership disposition,
concepts and skills.

Interpret the relationship
between various aspects
of Lakota social
organization, Lakota
leadership, and
management practices.

Interpret the relationship
between various aspects
of Lakota social
organization, Lakota
leadership, and
management practices.
Interpret the use of
Lakota Sovereignty and
tribal treaties in private
and public
organizations.

Interpret the relationship
between various aspects
of Lakota social
organization, Lakota
leadership, and
management practices.
Interpret the use of
Lakota Sovereignty and
tribal treaties in private
and public
organizations.

Comprehend the nature
of public/private
programs in a tribal
treaty context for long
term self sufficiency.

Comprehend the nature
of public/private
programs in a tribal
treaty context for long
term self sufficiency.

Identify and apply
various community
needs assessment and
market analysis tools.

Identify and apply
various community
needs assessment and
market analysis tools.

Integrate appropriate
statistical, budgetary or
financial analysis using
a clear analytical
methodology.

Integrate appropriate
statistical, budgetary or
financial analysis using
a clear analytical
methodology.

Reflect on the process
and conceptual
framework developed
through a Wolakota
perspective used in the
Community
Development Self
Sufficiency I course.

Reflect on the process
and conceptual
framework developed
through a Wolakota
perspective used in the
Community
Development Self
Sufficiency I course.

Interpret the use of
Lakota Sovereignty and
tribal treaties in private
and public
organizations.
Comprehend the nature
of public/private
programs in a tribal
treaty context for long
term self sufficiency.
Identify and apply
various community
needs assessment and
market analysis tools.
Integrate appropriate
statistical, budgetary or
financial analysis using
a clear analytical
methodology.

Presentation
Reflection survey

LakM 613 A

Reflect on the process
and conceptual
framework developed
through a Wolakota
perspective used in the
Community
Development Self
Sufficiency I course.

TOPICAL OUTLINE
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Lena ecunk unpi kte

Oko (week):
1) Wanji

Course orientation & introductions

2) Numpa
3) Yamni
4) Topa
5) Zaptan
6) Sakpe
7) Sakowin
8) Saglogan
9) Napciyunka
10) Wikcemna
11) [Wikcemna] ake wanji
12) Ake numpa
13) Ake yamni
14) Ake topa
15) Ake zaptan
COURSE AND COLLEGE POLICIES
Late Assignments
Assignments that are turned-in late are docked one letter grade and all subsequent
rewrites, if any, will likewise be penalized one letter grade. Due dates are not extended if you are
absent from class. So turn in something by the due date for each assignment [even if it is merely a
statement saying that you have not finished the assignment] because you can then rewrite and
raise your grade without any penalty.
Please always submit a separate statement for each assignment, and be sure to clearly
indicate the assignment number. Due dates are strictly adhered to so be sure to turn in something
when it is due. Rewrites received after their final rewrite date will not be accepted.
Uncompleted Assignments
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There are very serious consequences for not completing every requirement of this course.
If any requirement is not fulfilled, then a zero (0) is entered for its component of your final grade.
So, be very diligent about completing every course requirement, no matter how insignificant it
seems.
Attendance Policy
You are expected to attend all classes and to participate in class activities. This is a
graduate level course that may include both face-to-face and online work. The face-to-face
meetings involve extensive interactions between you and your classmates and between all of you
and me. These interactions cannot be ―made up‖ at some later date.
The online meetings, however, are designed for you to complete assignments at your
convenience—within a specified timeframe. These timeframes are the equivalent of a face-to-face
class period. So if online assignments are not completed within the specified timeframes, then
you will be considered absent for that class period plus that assignment will be docked one letter
grade for being late (refer to Late Assignments above). If a total of three (3) classes or nine clock
hours of instruction—or an equivalent share of online discussion assignments or chat sessions—
are missed during the semester, you will be dropped from the course, as per Graduate Studies
Department policy.
Class Make Up
If a class meeting is cancelled due to weather or any other reason, we will make it up at a
time and place to be announced, during make-up week (dates).
Internet Access
This course requires that you have access to both a computer and the Internet. These
services are available at the college centers for your convenience and use. You are expected to
use your OLC email account and to check it at least every other day. Assignments and messages
will be emailed to you.
You are responsible for making sure that your OLC account is active and that you know
how to use it. Be sure to send a cc of all your email messages to yourself so that you have a copy
of your work. You will be attaching Word and Excel documents in .doc, .docx, .xls, and .xlsx
format to email messages, so be sure you are familiar with how to do this.
Cell Phones, Pagers and Other Electronic Devices
During class time, you are expected to devote all your time to course content. Please turn off your
cell phone, pager or other such device before class starts. It is not respectful to the rest of us in
this course to do these things. Please follow the College Center rule that says cell phones are to be
turned off in classrooms. If you are required to use your computer during class time, please use it
to do class work.
Academic Integrity
Plagiarism is an ethical violation that is not tolerated at OLC. Academic dishonesty is the taking
of an examination or the preparation of papers for credit wherein the student knowingly
represents the work of another as his/her own; and/or knowingly breaks stated examination rules.
A student may be expelled and barred from further classes upon proof in a hearing of academic
dishonesty.
Importance of Rules [One Feather, 1974, p. 1]
In all times of history, it has been necessary for each group of people to have rules of conduct
which everyone follows. The smallest group has certain ways of governing itself so that life runs
smoothly. The same is true of a large nation. In the family, there are rules such as being on time
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[to] eat, encouraging good behavior of all persons in the family, and forbidding certain types of
behavior.
The rules vary from one family to another just as the rules vary slightly from one country to
another. The important thing is that it is necessary for any group to have rules or laws by which to
live.
Disabilities
If you have a disability for which you are or may be requesting an accommodation, you are
encouraged to contact both your instructor and the OLC Coordinator of Support Services (4556040) as early as possible in the semester.

LAKOTA PROTOCOL IN THE CLASSROOM
In the Handbook for Graduate Study, the description for this and every other graduate course
includes the following sentence: The Lakota language will be spoken as much as possible during
class. All of us are not speakers of Lakota, therefore the course cannot be conducted entirely in
that language.
Nevertheless, we will make a good faith effort to incorporate Lakota language into our classes in
a good manner. The way we are going to do that is in a manner that is both respectful of the
language and relevant to us as members of the Oglala Lakota College academic community.
The idea of an academic community ties into the vision of Oglala Lakota College as stated on
page two of this syllabus. The College’s vision statement is: Learning Lakota ways of life in
community—Wolakolkiciyapi. In our classroom community, then, we are going to incorporate
Lakota language in two standardized and conventionalized situations. One is at the beginning of
each class and the other is at the end of each class.
Beginning of Class
At the beginning of every class we will all shake hands and greet each other in Lakota. We will
use standardized greetings and replies. Those of you who are speakers will have to be patient with
the rest of us. Be supportive, not critical. And those who are not speakers, you will have to
practice, listen and speak. Be brave, not shy. This is not a language course, so let’s stick to a very
limited set of greetings and responses so all of us can participate. These greetings and responses
are the equivalent of the ―ritualized‖ conversation that we all carry on every day in English in
similar types of settings.
[Greeting] [Reply]
Tanyan wacinyanke [ye or yelo]. [Han (women) or Hau (men)]. Tanyan wacinyanke.
Its good to see you. Yes. Its good to see you.
Tonitukta [he (women) or hwo (men)]? Mawaste. Nis?
How are you? I am good. And you?
Taku eniciyapi [he (women) or hwo (men)]? [Your Name] emaciyapi.
What is your name? My name is [Your Name].
During Class
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There are a number of common words or phrases that we might wish to use during
classes. For right now, there is just this one word. But if we choose, we may add words to this
list.
Pilamaya.
Thank you.
End of Class
At the end of each class, we will all shake hands and greet each other in Lakota:
Toksa ake wacinyankinkte. [Han or Hau]. Toksa ake wacinyankinkte.
I will see you again later. Yes. I will see you again later.
So this is the list of words and phrases that we should be familiar with for this course. Remember,
this is not a language class. All we are instituting is a way of incorporating Lakota language into
our classroom in a standardized manner that each of us can comprehend and practice. It is one of
our classroom rules, and as Deloria (1944, p. 24) states, All peoples who live communally must
first find some way to get along together harmoniously and with a measure of decency and order.
This is a universal problem. Each people, even the most primitive, has solved it in its own way.
And that way, by whatever rules and controls it is achieved, is, for any people, the scheme of life
that works.
Our class is a small group. Let’s practice the habit of shaking each other’s hand and greeting one
another in Lakota. Doing so will not make us more Lakota, but it will help remind us of where we
are and hopefully inspire us to strive for excellence in our thoughts and words and actions. One
other protocol that we will observe in our class is that of each of you will be asked to share
Woksape, or words of wisdom and encouragement, with your classmates. This will be done at the
beginning and the end of each class.
This is an opportunity for you to practice your public speaking in a friendly and supportive
environment. These are not long speeches. You will be asked ahead of time to give Woksape.
You may decline, but by the end of the course you will each give Woksape a number of times. If
you wish to do this on a particular day, please let me know as soon as possible. Remember, these
protocols do not make our class Lakota. Nor do they follow precisely the protocol practiced
outside the college. But they are an effort to incorporate Wolakolkiciyapi into our classroom.
Thank you for participating and for supporting these efforts.
Note:
Information contained in this syllabus was, to the best knowledge of the instructor, considered
correct and complete when distributed for use at the beginning of the semester. Instructor
reserves the right to make changes in this syllabus in collaboration with the class, when possible,
and with reasonable notice to all concerned.
REFERENCES
Deloria, E (1944) Speaking of Indians. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press.
Oglala Lakota College (nd). Cover page of work expectation form. Piya Wiconi, SD.
Oglala Lakota College (2001) Handbook for graduate studies. Piya Wiconi, SD: Author
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OLC Graduate Studies Department (2010) Graduate Studies handbook: master of arts in Lakota
leadership & management, and Lakota leadership & management emphasis in
educational administration. Kyle, SD: Author
One Feather, V. (1974) Itancan. Pine Ridge, SD: Red Cloud Indian School.

ONLINE AND HYBRID COURSE REQUIREMENTS

METHOD OF INSTRUCTION:
This course will be presented electronically over the Internet using the Moodle online learning
environment as provided through OLC’s Virtual Campus, or through other electronic media
including email and text messaging, and the chat and the visual messenger programs of MSN,
Yahoo, Skype and Logitech. Methods of teaching and learning may include: professional reading,
viewing archived webinars and podcasts, discussion and dialogue, personal values/beliefs
clarification and reflection, field-based experience, and the incorporation of Wolakolkiciyapi.
TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
Students must have a current version of Windows or Mac OS and Internet access. Minimum
browser requirements are: Internet Explorer 8.0, Firefox 3.0, Safari 3.0, or another equivalent
level browser. Students will logon to the course using their OLC provided username and
password. If a student experiences difficulty accessing the course content in Moodle it is his/her
responsibility to contact the instructor, graduate studies program and/or technology support
services for assistance. Written assignments must be submitted in .doc or .docx format. Note:
Students may be required to download and install additional (free) software applications in order
to view or listen to supplemental webinars, podcasts and other video or audio files.
FACE-TO-FACE SUPPORT:
Two face-to-face support/working sessions will be held in most cases. These sessions will
provide students with an opportunity to meet the instructor, ask questions regarding course
expectations and assignment guidelines, and to receive technical training and support in using
Moodle. In addition, course assignments will be introduced and completed during these sessions.
Attendance is required when face-2-face sessions are scheduled.
COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
1. Be Online. Daily attendance in the online learning environment is expected. This includes
attention to email, as well as the required chat or asynchronous discussion board assignments
2. Students will read texts, view selected videos, and visit websites as assigned in order to offer
meaningful input into course discussions and assignments.
3. Participate in daily forum discussions by responding to the initial prompt and replying to one
or more peers.
4. Attend support/working sessions and participated in group activities with peers.
5. Complete offline assignments in accordance with posted guidelines and scoring criteria.
6. Demonstrate Wolakota – act with respect, harmony, peace and friendship.
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ATTENDANCE:
Students should plan to spend approximately three hours each day in the online learning
environment. It is essential that all students access the material each day and keep up with the
required postings to the forum discussions. Sharing is an important element of this class and
student attendance will be monitored through participation in daily discussions. Failure to
participate in a discussion as scheduled will constitute an absence from class. A student may be
dropped after three consecutive absences and will be dropped after five total absences. (Please see
policy as stated in Student Handbook.)
ONLINE FORUM DISCUSSIONS:
The course includes forum discussions. Participants will have from Monday through Friday to
complete these online discussions each week. Initial responses to the daily forums are due by
midnight each night, Monday through Thursday. Replies to peers are due by midnight on each of
the following days, Tuesday through Friday. Please refer to the forum discussion guidelines
provided by your instructor for further clarification of participation expectations.
OFFLINE ASSIGNMENTS:
The course may include offline assignments. These assignments during the face-to-face
support/work sessions. The remaining assignments will be completed individually by course
participants. Full credit will only be awarded to assignments submitted on time. A 15% grade
reduction will be applied to late assignments that are turned in within two days following the due
date. No credit will be given for any assignment submitted more than two days late. If you miss a
face-to-face session it will be your responsibility to complete and submit the required
assignments by the due date or within two days of the missed session.
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